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TFloral Preservation Packages

Thank you package

Homewares Package

1 x 12" pressed flower tray

6 x pressed flower coasters

1 x jewellery tray

Package Price: 

€80
€45
$25

€150
 

Artwork Package

1 x 12" pressed flower tray

4 x pressed flower jewellery

trays (great for bridesmaids!)

2 x sets of 6 pressed flower

coasters (great for mammies!)

Package Price: 

€80
€80

 

$80

 

€240
 

A2 handcrafted, custom made

frame with pressed flowers

from your bouquet

1 x pressed flower jewellery

dish

Package Price: 

 

€150
 

€25
 

€175
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TIndividual Prices

Pressed Flower Items
12" pressed flower tray

6 x pressed flower coasters

7" jewellery tray

Bookmarks (individual)

A2 custom made pressed

frame (all pressed flowers, no

photo)

14" pressed flower tray

€80
€45
€25
€10

€150
 

 

€120
 

3d Flower Items
6" square resin block 

8" square resin block

10" square resin block

8" heart shaped block

8" hexagonal shaped block

Set of 2 arch-shape bookends

Ring Holder

A2 custom 3D photo frame **

€200
€250
€300
€240
€260
€200
€25

€275
 

** this piece is dependent on your flowers, and the size. Each frame is custom made but will not suit
all flowers. Chat to us and we will tell you whether it will work for your bouquet 
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TWhat you need to know...
Your fresh bouquet will not last forever after your

wedding! We aim to get the flowers within 48 hours,

and at most within 4 days. If you are in the following

counties, we can collect (limited availability) for a

nominal fee: 

Dublin: €15

Louth: €15

Meath: €15

Kildare: €20

Wicklow: €20

Most hotels and reception venues will be happy to pop

your flowers into water for us to collect - just ask them! 

If you're outside our travel zones, we can help arrange

a courier for your precious cargo. 

We have a minimum order value of €150 on bridal

preservation orders and require a €50 deposit to hold

your date. 

Drying flowers is a fickle business and whilst we

prioritise a reasonable turnaround time (see our notes

on the next page), flowers dry at their own pace and

are affected by humidity, seasons etc.  If you are

having a frame made, it will be a handcrafted custom

piece and subject again to our suppliers timings.

We will never, ever, complain about being given too

many flowers. We encourage you to give us your

bouquet plus unity arrangement, or bridesmaid

bouquet, or table decorations. This allows us to select

the BEST blooms for your piece(s).

Finally, a huge thank you for considering us for your

floral preservation. 

Resin D'Etre 

Emma x
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TWhat you need to know...

red and pink roses are likely to darken. Deep red roses

dry to an incredible deep deep violet - almost black

tone. 

white flowers may turn a beautiful vintage sepia tone

very delicate petals such as hydrangeas are highly

likely to change in colour, for example a purple

hydrangea will usually dry to blue. 

Please read through the notes below before booking. It
tells you what you need to know about timing, drying

flowers and what to expect! 

Generally, your bouquet will take around 4 weeks to dry.

Once this has happened, it is then queued for your piece.

We have a limited number of molds (and space!!) and a

large number of bouquets at any given time. Even when

the mold becomes free, the piece has to be made, cured,

sanded, top-coated, cured again...the cycle continues!

Please allow 12 weeks for your finished piece(s) to be

returned to you. 

As regards the process: 
Flowers are natural elements, and Mother Nature is in

charge. The processes we use will preserve as much colour

as we can, but the colour of a flower is held almost

exclusively in the moisture of it. When drying it, we remove

the moisture. You may see some colour change to your

blooms - some more obvious than others. A few examples: 

Secondly, any 'bruises' the flower has endured will become

obvious in resin (we can't see them beforehand). This is a

sign that your flowers have been handled and oils have

transferred. There are a lot of steps & people involved

before you even lay eyes on your bouquet, not to mention

the hugs and transferring of your bouquet on your

wedding day. These bruises should not be viewed as

blemishes, but rather as memories. Let us know if you'd like

to see some examples before we proceed with your order,

so you know what to expect. 

Finally, there are some things that just don't dry, and

others that won't press. We will let you know if your

bouquet has any of these elements and we can find a way

forward together. 


